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it is a well-known paradox of the Sephardi ex-
perience that this relatively small ethnic group 
established itself as a major player in certain 
areas of early modern long-distance trade. 
Sephardi merchants lived in port cities dot-
ting the christian and Muslim Mediterranean 
and the atlantic seaboard, such as London, 
bordeaux, amsterdam, venice, Livorno, 
tunis, and Salonika. they conducted business 
from the caribbean to the indian sub-conti-
nent, trading primarily in New World goods, 
raw silk and asian spices, as well as indian 
diamonds, Mediterranean coral, ostrich feath-
ers and eggs, leather, paper, and glassware.

even though Sephardi Jews relied on 
small- and medium-size partnerships and 
lacked the organized support of a state to back 
their mercantile pursuits, historians have come 
to recognize them as a highly successful trad-
ing diaspora. How was it possible for members 
of this close-knit, highly endogamous group, 
vulnerable to anti-Jewish sentiments and sub-
ject to a variety of legal restrictions in practi-

cally all the regions where they settled, to build 
such a reputation for commercial prowess? a 
common explanation for the early modern 
Sephardim’s accomplishments is the assump-
tion that networks built on existing ties of fam-
ily and ethnic solidarity supported their mer-
cantile activities. engrained intra-group trust 
fostered by bonds of kinship or familiarity, 
many believe, must have furthered Sephardi 
commercial pursuits. francesca trivellato’s 
masterful study The Familiarity of Strangers, 
however, persuasively questions the main-
stream of historiography on early modern 
trade networks and proves that the reality of 
Sephardi commerce was much more complex 
and nuanced than previously believed.

the discovery of over thirteen thousand 
business letters documenting the activity of the 
Livornese firm Ergas and Silvera between 1704 
and 1746 allows trivellato to skillfully recon-
struct the ways in which an eighteenth-century 
Sephardi partnership created its fortune; the le-
gal, social, and economic mechanisms that sus-
tained its business networks from the atlantic, 
through the Mediterranean, all the way to the 
Indian Ocean; and the obstacles and mistakes that 
ultimately brought about its demise. a superb ex-
ample of “global history on a small scale” (p. 7), 
the study follows the wide-reaching connections 
of the Livornese Sephardim while paying close 
attention to the political and economic contexts 
within which ergas and Silvera operated.
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Ergas and Silvera built their far-flung 
business activities on difficult premises. The 
firm’s main branch was located in the Tuscan 
entrepôt of Livorno, a thriving Mediterranean 
hub that profited from the presence of a number 
of “trading nations,” living side by side with a 
deeply devout catholic population (Jews ac-
counted for approximately 9-12% of Livorno’s 
inhabitants). ergas and Silvera also held a sub-
sidiary branch in ottoman aleppo, where the 
tuscan state was unable to offer protection 
to Livornese Sephardi merchants. While the 
partners tended to rely on other Sephardim 
in London and amsterdam and parts of the 
Levant, where Jews had a near-monopoly over 
certain market niches, they were also active 
in multiple christian ports (such as Lisbon, 
Marseilles, and Portuguese Goa in india) where 
such intra-group trade was impossible, because 
Jewish presence was not allowed. and yet, de-
spite the numerous challenges that ambitious 
Jewish merchants like ergas and Silvera faced 
in the corporate society of the old regime, 
they managed to engineer new business oppor-
tunities by maintaining a complex web of con-
tacts with ostensibly improbable allies, such 
as catholic italians in Lisbon and brahmins 
in Goa. trivellato’s research illuminates the 
ways in which ergas and Silvera were able to 
build such stable and profitable business rela-
tionships beyond their own diaspora, through 
“the creative combination of group discipline, 
contractual obligations, customary norms, po-
litical protection, and discursive conventions” 
that sustained the cross-cultural trade of the 
Sephardim of Livorno (p. 16).

the book’s approach is three-pronged. 
Chapters 1-3 and 5 show how specific kinship 
arrangements, demographic patterns, and com-
munity structures affected the business organi-
zation of ergas and Silvera and their ability to 
engage in cross-cultural trade. Marriage was a 
crucial vehicle to secure the cooperation of rel-
atives and coreligionists and to expand com-
mercial opportunities. trivellato illustrates 
how the large dowries of Livornese Sephardi 

marriages, in conjunction with consanguine-
ous (and sometimes levirate) unions, allowed 
ergas and Silvera to raise capital and to ensure 
its protection from generation to generation (p. 
136). the study thus contributes to and cor-
roborates recent research on the importance of 
dowries for the devolution of Jewish patrimo-
nies (in italy dowries were traditionally pro-
tected from creditors in case of bankruptcy).

of great interest is chapter 4’s investigation 
of the ways in which a stateless diaspora was able 
to rely on protection from state powers and build 
business opportunities in the absence of official 
government backing (p. 106). When the tuscan 
authorities could not offer the Jews the diplo-
matic protection and support structures needed 
to operate in the ottoman empire, french con-
suls in aleppo played an indispensable role for 
the Sephardim of Livorno to trade in the region. 
Sephardi influence in the Eastern Mediterranean, 
in other words, developed in conjunction with 
the commercial and diplomatic initiatives of the 
french crown. trivellato’s research also proves 
that Sephardi merchants never acquired a domi-
nant position in the Levant trade in the eight-
eenth century, as it is often believed – rather, an 
analysis of french consular statistics shows that 
venetian and Livornese Sephardim controlled 
about 12 to 30 percent of the overall french trade 
with aleppo.

the second half of the book, in chapters 
6 through 10, explores the blend of social, le-
gal, and discursive strategies that the Sephardi 
traders mobilized to enforce uniform norms of 
business conduct, ensuring that Jewish as well 
as foreign agents be reliable and trustworthy. 
even in the absence of the mediation of a cen-
tralized legal system early modern strangers 
were able to trade together. While trivellato 
readily recognizes that the existence of com-
mercial networks and kinship bonds allowed 
Sephardi merchants to recruit their business 
agents primarily from members of the same 
diaspora, it becomes evident that solidarity and 
trust were not automatic by-products of mem-
bership in the Sephardi group.
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by turning to those routines, shared by 
eighteenth-century businessmen across reli-
gious and ethnic boundaries, which generated 
reliable expectations about commercial behav-
iors, The Familiarity of Strangers provides a 
fascinating history of the ways in which trust 
and credibility were constructed in the early 
modern period. common norms regarding busi-
ness contracts and a highly effective system of 
reputation control, which operated within all 
merchant groups, prompted uniform and regu-
lar behaviors that allowed for cross-cultural 
trade, trivellato suggests. at the local level, 
mechanisms of internal discipline enforced by 
the lay leaders of the Livornese Jewish com-
munity not only increased its standing vis-à-
vis the christian authorities, but also aimed at 
strengthening Sephardi mercantile credibility 
in the eyes of christian merchants. Such dis-
ciplinary measures, together with the informal 
pressure exerted by relatives and peers, were 
instrumental to check suspect members as well 
as to advance the collective reputation of Jews 
in the marketplace (p. 167).

the reputation of distant, Jewish and non-
Jewish agents, on the other hand, was forged 
primarily through epistolary contacts. in an 
exemplary chapter that skillfully combines 
recent turns in cultural and economic history, 
trivellato demonstrates that business corre-
spondence allowed for the creation of an in-
ternational “republic of Merchants.” business 
letters, it turns out, circulated needed informa-
tion not only on market prices and fluctua-
tions, but also on the reputation of individual 
business agents and their solvency. epistolary 
exchanges grew into essential tools of credibil-
ity check and safeguard for early modern mer-
chants. it was through business correspondence 
that ergas and Silvera, as well as many other 
traders like them, built lucrative networks of 
commercial relations that went beyond their 
immediate familial and ethnic group (p. 176). 
the highly ritualized etiquette of business let-
ters, which consistently invoked “friendship” 
and “God” no matter whether the recipient 

was Jewish, christian, or Hindu, turned stran-
gers into familiar associates, while building 
a discourse of economic and social trustwor-
thiness across ethnic and religious borders 
(p. 192). as is well demonstrated by the case 
of the exchange of Mediterranean coral for 
indian diamonds, one of the market niches in 
which Sephardi Jews were most prominently 
involved, “the shared conventions of letter-
writing combined with the customary norms 
of maritime law and the intensive circulation 
of information about the merchandise’s qual-
ity, prices and availability created effective in-
formal and semiformal governance institutions 
that prompted even agents who were incred-
ibly distant geographically and culturally to 
abide by their promises” (pp. 239-240).

finally, trivellato asks what happened 
when customary norms, social pressure and 
a cosmopolitan etiquette of business letter 
writing failed to ensure that contacts and ob-
ligations be enforced. early modern merchants 
were wary of turning to formal venues of jus-
tice, such as Jewish or secular courts, in or-
der to resolve conflicts with their partners and 
agents. customarily this was seen as a last re-
sort. only once did ergas and Silvera become 
embroiled in a court case. Significantly, the 
drawn-out legal proceedings and the inability 
to receive satisfaction in court against a Persian 
Jew who had betrayed their trust and proven 
himself an unreliable agent brought about the 
firm’s bankruptcy.

the breathtaking scope of trivellato’s re-
search is matched by the skill with which she 
weaves together multiple regional and his-
toriographical foci, the exacting precision of 
her prose, and the theoretical sophistication 
that she brings to the material. throughout the 
book, thoughtful comparisons with other di-
asporic merchant groups (such as armenians 
and Huguenots) offer insights that illuminate 
the early modern world well beyond the ergas 
and Silvera firm.

Most significantly, Trivellato’s judicious 
interpretations provide a corrective to existing 
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assumptions that ethnic sameness “naturally” 
leads to ethnic loyalty. challenging widespread 
notions held by anthropologists and Jewish his-
torians alike, trivellato demonstrates clearly 
that intra-group business solidarity was not 
automatic. all the more so, kinship did not au-
tomatically engender trust among early modern 
Sephardi Jews. She persuasively demonstrates 
that membership in the Sephardi diaspora, while 
it certainly facilitated the establishment of bonds 
of trust among merchants, did not ensure their 
persistence. it was calculative attitudes, includ-
ing the notion that an agent’s competence and 
reliability is more important than his belong-
ing to the same kinship group, which informed 
the business decisions of ergas and Silvera (p. 
146). Self-interest was the motor of early mod-
ern trade, the book suggests: for Sephardi busi-
nessmen, an agent’s reliability, personal credit, 
and experience were assets prized more highly 
than kinship. in other words, “experience and 
individual credibility mattered more than reli-
gious affiliation” (p. 16). Proven incompetency 
could severely challenge commercial ties with 
one’s family members, while insolvency tested 
familial and ethnic allegiance (p. 265). this 
important conclusion debunks a romanticized 
vision of ethnic solidarity too often a-critically 
accepted and reiterated.

Similarly, against optimistic and super-
ficial generalizations, Trivellato argues that 
mercantile cosmopolitanism did not automati-
cally bring about increased tolerance toward 
Jews among the business agents whom the 
Sephardim relied on (let alone the general 
christian population). true, during the age of 
mercantilism, Jewish merchants were allowed 
to settle in various european regions and of-
fered generous privileges on utilitarian grounds, 
as the case of Medicean and Habsburg Livorno 
so well demonstrates. and yet, successful and 
profitable cross-cultural trade did not lessen, 
and in fact fully coexisted with, corporate di-
visions and engrained power relations that en-
croached on social and economic interactions 
in the early modern period. Jews and non-Jews 

who traded together, in sum, did not necessar-
ily develop mutual respect (p. 146).

to conclude, this is a rich work that con-
tributes to, and challenges, a variety of schol-
arly fields – economic history, early modern 
history, and Jewish history. trivellato expertly 
succeeds in putting Jewish and european his-
tory in dialogue and offers an inspiring model 
of what a truly global and mature Sephardi his-
tory can achieve.

francesca BREgOLI
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in Dominicans, muslims, and Jews in the 
medieval Crown of Aragon, robin vose chal-
lenges the entrenched assumption that medi-
eval dominicans made a concerted effort to 
persecute and convert Muslims and Jews. He 
traces the roots of this traditional narrative to 
the writings of early modern dominican his-
torians who were eager to establish the mis-
sionary credentials of their order, and, through 
the meticulous analysis of primary sources, he 
shows that dominicans in the medieval crown 
of aragon actually aimed primarily to protect 
and nurture the faithful. a welcome corrective 
to a historiography that has drawn highly se-
lectively from the medieval dominican past, 
vose’s erudite book is an important contribu-
tion to the study of mendicant history, the re-
ligious and political history of the crown of 
aragon, and the history of relations between 
medieval christians, Muslims, and Jews.
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among the greatest strengths of 
Dominicans, muslims, and Jews is its care-
ful reconstruction of the development of the 
dominican order in the medieval crown of 
aragon – no small feat given the fragmentary 
nature of extant documentation. as part of this 
discussion, vose details the daily realities of 
dominican life, stressing the small size of the 
order in the medieval crown, and showing that 
friars tended to be conservative educators and 
disciplinarians who understood their apostolic 
mission “first and foremost [as] an internal 
campaign aimed at ensuring that [christians] 
received truth and avoided error” (58). by es-
tablishing this broader institutional framework, 
vose shows that engagement with non-chris-
tians constituted a minor part of friars’ activi-
ties and that friars who expressed interest in 
external mission – such as ramon of Penyafort 
and ramon Marti – were exceptional.

vose also reassesses key episodes that have 
been interpreted as indicative of a systematic 
Dominican missionary project. For example, 
he demonstrates that the famous studia lin-
guarum at which dominicans allegedly were 
to learn Hebrew or arabic for missionary pur-
poses were short-lived, controversial within the 
order, and attended by very few friars. over a 
period of sixty-two years, at most twenty-two 
dominicans are known to have studied arabic, 
and only eight friars were assigned to study 
Hebrew, all in the year 1281. as vose rightly 
concludes, there is simply no evidence of “a de-
liberate, widespread, and long-lasting network 
of dominican Hebrew and arabic schools” 
(115). Moreover, vose also suggests that, inso-
far as a handful of friars did learn these languag-
es, their intent was not necessarily conversion-
ary.  dominicans in the crown of aragon could 
have used arabic to communicate with local 
christian sects, such as Jacobites, Nestorians, 
and Maronites, and knowledge of Hebrew was 
often pursued in this period to better appreciate 
the Hebraica veritas of Scripture. 

vose also reconsiders the barcelona 
disputation of 1263, which traditionally has 

been understood as an effort to secure Jewish 
conversions and showcase missionary tech-
niques, such as proving the truth of christianity 
on the basis of Jewish texts. vose shows not 
only that this elaborate event was unusual 
and that it had little lasting impact beyond a 
brief preaching campaign by the Jewish con-
vert Pablo christiani, but also that proselytism 
was not its chief purpose. on the basis of the 
records left by Jews and christians, vose con-
vincingly argues that the disputation was fun-
damentally about “the defensive teaching of 
theological truths to christian audiences,” as 
its organizers recognized that “carefully man-
aged displays of orthodox doctrine triumphant 
over infidelity…had profound value for the 
edification of Christians” (135). 

vose’s arguments regarding the absence of 
an organized medieval dominican missionary 
program are compelling, and his book fulfills 
his aspiration of contributing “to a more bal-
anced and historically accurate account of the 
complexities surrounding inter-religious con-
tacts in the Middle ages” (17). However, in 
the process of recalibrating understandings of 
medieval dominicans’ interactions with Jews 
in particular, vose sometimes minimizes evi-
dence that might complicate his analysis. a 
case in point is vose’s treatment of dominican 
involvement in the inquisitorial prosecution of 
Jews. vose acknowledges that “dominicans 
in the crown of aragon did occasionally take 
steps to […] prosecute non-christian blas-
phemers and to ensure that all parties [i.e., 
including Jews] involved in cases of apostasy 
were duly punished” (167). He also concedes 
that “at times these episodes led to formal 
inquisitorial tribunals” (ibid.). He stresses, 
however, that “there were strict limits to men-
dicants’ legal ability to proceed against non-
christians” (ibid.), that “dominicans could 
do little more than denounce culprits to royal 
authorities and hope for action” (15), and that 
“dominican disciplinary actions had a [lesser] 
effect on…Jews…than has sometimes been 
supposed” (167).
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Here, vose might have expanded his dis-
cussion of cases of dominican inquisitorial 
prosecution of Jews and converts to include 
evidence from earlier in the thirteenth cen-
tury (for example, the 1265 investigation of 
the Jewish convert berenguer durand by Pere 
cadireta and the 1284 investigation of the 
Jewish aljama of barcelona) and later in the 
fourteenth century (such as the investigations 
conducted by Nicolau rossell in the 1350s and 
the involvement of Nicolau eimeric in pros-
ecuting Jews during the 1360s and 1370s). His 
analysis also might have placed greater em-
phasis on the extent to which theoretical im-
pediments to judging those qui foris sunt failed 
to deter dominicans from prosecuting Jews, as 
inquisitors understood the bulls Turbato corde 
and Contra cristianos as establishing their au-
thority over Jews who were suspected of re-
Judaizing converts. in addition, vose could 
more clearly have characterized dominican 
inquisitors and kings as constituting compet-
ing spheres of power in the medieval crown 
of aragon, as Peter the Great, James ii, Peter 
the ceremonious, and John i each, at times, 
attempted unsuccessfully to stop inquisitors 
from harming “the royal treasure.”

finally, vose could have dwelled at great-
er length on the consequences of dominicans’ 
actions. fourteenth-century dominican in-
quisitors not only exiled and imprisoned Jews, 
confiscated Jewish books and property, and 
imposed crippling fines on Jewish communi-
ties, but they also fanned christian fear and 
hatred of Jews. inquisitorial investigations of 
Jews could be high-profile affairs. The sermo 
generalis at the conclusion of a trial that un-
folded between 1341 and 1342, for example 
– during which bernat de Puigcercós fulmi-
nated against the Jewish defendants for hav-
ing caused two Jewish converts to christianity 
to return to the “accursed life of damnation” 
and “abominable perfidy” of the Jews – was 
attended not only by the archbishop of aix-en-
Provence, the vicar of barcelona, the bishop of 
Barcelona, five members of the city council, 

canons of the city, and other prominent cler-
ics and legal experts, but also by a great multi-
tude of townspeople. 1  Similarly, the sermons 
that dominican friars sporadically preached 
to Jews during the late thirteenth and early 
fourteenth centuries incited christian onlook-
ers to harass and humiliate Jewish audiences. 
dominicans’ primary goal may well have been 
to edify christians.  in the process, however, 
they sometimes acted to the great detriment of 
Jews. 

through its holistic approach to 
dominican activities in the medieval crown 
of aragon, Dominicans, muslims, and Jews 
paints a vibrant portrait of a diverse society in 
flux. Students of medieval history will benefit 
greatly from reading this revision of the notion 
that there existed a grand “thirteenth-century 
dream of conversion,” as well as from vose’s 
lucid presentation of the previously obscure 
history of the dominican order in northeastern 
iberia.

1 See Josep PERARNAU I ESPELT, “el procés inquisitorial 
barceloní contra els jueus Janto Almuli, la seva muller 
Jamila i Jucef de Quatorze (1341-1342),” Revista Catalana 
de Teologia 4 (1979), 309-353: 347, 352.
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